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Idea and Goal
Changing states in the EEG re ect changing states of attentiveness and they are re ected in the cell and the network behavior (Tab 1). We propose that early vision attention is expressed in a temporal and spatial restructuring of the receptive elds (RF) in the primary visual pathway. These changes in resolution are mainly mediated via feedback and they re ect the di erent requirements for the processing of information. The goal of this study is to model this attentive mechanism considering the known physiological facts and to analyze the proposed mechanisms and their possible role for information processing. 
Selective Attention
Attention is a hypothetical construct, a metaphor describing several di erent mechanisms. It's common basis is a well proved experimental observation:
Animals and humans are able to respond to certain stimuli while ignoring other, although both may be equal in their physical appearance This internal focus, this selection of (spatial) items is the basic operation and function of attention. A number of approaches and models co-exist coming from di erent disciplines. Many of them concentrate primary on the selection process and how the selected information could be routed through the network.
Model
To this end we present a model of the primary visual pathway using integrate-and-re neurons to simulate the a erent signal ow (retina, LGN, V1).
Single Neuron Model
All neurons are simulated as leaky integrate and re neurons with a time-dependent threshold function (Fig.s 3) .
In addition the LGN membrane characteristic can switch from phasic (hyperpolarized) low-threshold Ca 2+ bursting mode to tonic (depolarized) signal transmission mode (Fig. 3 right) .
LGN cells also have a state-dependent intracellular feedback mechanism { which mimics an NMDA-characteristic { and a statedependent inhibitory input { which mimics the PGN behavior.
Network
The model implements excitatory topographically arranged lateral intracortical and corticofugal connections which act as a positive feedback and trigger spatial winnertake-all (WTA) mechanisms enhanced by lateral inhibition at both levels. 
Simulator
ANJA { Attentional Neural-Network Java-Simulator{ is completely written in JAVA.
A graphical user interface allows an easy inspection and modi cation of the state of the parameter space and of the results of the simulation ( Fig.s 5 and 6 ). 
Experimental Data
Desimone et al could show that the mean ring rate of a cell responding to it's e ective stimulus is signi cantly reduced, if attention is focused on an ine ective stimulus 1]. This can be interpreted as a kind of spatial restructuring: the receptive eld seems to shrink around the attended stimulus.
We observed that during drowsiness (synchronized -, -wave EEG) short transient responses prevail whereas during a desynchronized 'alert' EEG ( -waves) long-lasting tonic responses dominate 2]. This can be interpreted as a kind of temporal restructuring. 
Results
In the non-attentive state LGN cells only exhibit a phasic burst due to a strong inhibitory (PGN-) input (Fig. 7 top) . The LGN ring results in a ring of the corresponding cortex cell and due to lateral excitatory connections inside the cortex this ring travels through the net like a wave. In the attentive state instead salient stimuli which 'attract attention' will push the system above threshold and a self-amplifying process is started which sharpens the receptive elds spatially (by spatial WTA) and drives the winners in the LGN into signal transmission mode by intrinsic intracellular mechanisms and disinhibition (Fig. 7 bottom) ..
Conclusion and Future Studies
We presented a model to analyze the spatial and temporal restructuring of receptive eld characteristics in the primary visual pathway due to changing states of the EEG (attentive vs. non-attentive).
This restructuring corresponds to changes in resolution and is re ected in the ring characteristics of the cell and of the network: During the attentive state the RF is sharper in space and the cell's ring is more tonic compared to a wide RF and bursting behavior in the non-attentive state.
First results from the model show that the known physiological facts can be reproduced and they are in agreement with experimental results.
The most important mechanism for the single cell is the state dependence of the membrane characteristic (bursting vs. tonic ring and self-feedback) and for the network the lateral connections inside a layer. Switching itself is mediated via feedback.
Further simulations have to be carried out to analyze the parameter space and to benchmark the di erent mechanisms in more detail. Also the di erent forms and stages of saliency and attention will be studied. 
Spatial Restructuring
In addition the implemented network also shows that cortical receptive elds should be wider during synchronized EEG than during desynchronized EEG uniform distribution vs. WTA.
